If you want to build a solid income from sensible Forex trading then
this is for you …

Discover The Easy Way To Forex
Wealth By Taking Only Certain
Trades And Avoiding Those
FATAL Losing Ones

Read on discover how this different approach to trading has enabled
one client to make a SEVEN FOLD return on his investment in this
program and help others into profit for the first time ever!
MADE MY MONEY BACK SEVEN FOLD ALREADY
I watched your videos and I can’t believe anybody would want to trade
without them. Made my money back 7 fold already and I’m still
watching them.
Jack Anderson, Indiana

Dear Fellow Forex Trader … imagine being able to enjoy the good life through
sensible forex trading – even to the extent of stepping off your hated job
treadmill and enjoying a life of time and financial freedom as a full time forex
trader.
Sound like a stretch?
Well, these folks thought so, too – until they started to enjoy results like

these …

REACHED THE STAGE WHERE WE ARE ABLE TO TRADE FULL TIME
AND OWE MUCH OF OUR SUCCESS TO YOU
We don't know where to begin to let you know how much we've gained
from doing your course… we have reached the stage that we are able to
trade full time together and we'd like to let you know that you've
completely turned our trading around for the better. We're so
grateful and owe much of our success to you.
Rick London

PROFITABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME
I have been learning on my own for about 1.5 years now and after
going through the training, I am profitable for the first time in my
trading career.
Richard Denver, CO USA

What’s more it’s perfect for beginners, as well as more experienced
traders …
NOT CLUTTERED WITH A LOT OF INDICATORS
TO CONFUSE A BEGINNER LIKE ME
Long's method is SIMPLE too, not cluttered with a lot of indicators
to confuse a beginner like me. It's the BEST THING I'VE EVER
PURCHASED FOR MY CURRENCY TRADING, PERIOD.
Perry Mumbai, India

Hi … my name is Long Hang Seng and it wasn’t that long ago I was where
you probably are now – frightened of losing all my money because I was
faced with a bewildering number of ‘supposedly easy’ ways to make my
fortune with forex trading.
So, after a particularly bad losing period, I stopped trading while I analysed
what was wrong with all the other systems out there.
Finally I was able to create my own system and rebuild my finances. And,
most recently, I turned a $5000 micro account to a $100,000 account in the
space of a few months.
So now it’s time for me to keep my Karma sparkling clean by offering you a
helping hand up to trading success, just I have to the other good folks who
you see have given me such kind comments.

WHAT MAKES MY PROGRAM LEAVE THE REST
CHOKING IN MY DUST?
Because most other programs shoot for maximum profits all the time, they
inevitably take dangerous risks. But my approach is refreshingly
different, which is why you get different (and better) results …
You see, it’s not JUST about making profitable trades. It’s ALSO very much
about AVOIDING LOSSES by not taking bad trades …

I’VE AVOIDED LOSSES BY NOT TAKING TRADES
I WOULD HAVE IN THE PAST
With Long's training, I have avoided losses by not taking trades I
would have placed in the past. I also caught early moves shorting
several of the commodity markets after parabolic rises.
Roland Scotland

I can even give you back your lost confidence
Yes! If your confidence has taken a knock from losing trades, then this will
be the confidence builder you need – because success breeds

SUCCCESS …

YOU GAVE ME THE CONFIDENCE TO KEEP TRADING
AND MY ACCOUNT IS NOW DOUBLED IN SIZE
The knowledge gained gave me the confidence needed to continue
investing after having had two very tough previous years. I have not
had a losing year since attending your course and my investment
account has doubled in value.
Molly Huntington, West Virginia

NOW I SUCCESSFULLY CALL REVERSALS
WHICH HAS BUILT SELF CONFIDENCE
Before Long...I was always on the wrong side of the trade... I now
successfully call reversals…which has built self confidence, and
allows me to enter trades sooner and increase trade pips.
Russell Johannesburg, South Africa

THE BENEFIT IS THE GROWTH IN CONFIDENCE
Without a doubt, the benefit of Long's video course and the books is
the growth in confidence in entering and exiting the market.
Justin Payson AZ

I NOW TRADE WITH CONFIDENCE
THE BEST INVESTMENT I’VE EVER MADE
Using Long's candle patterns I have increase my portfolio… …now I
trade with confidence. This is the best investment I have made in my
entire life. A million thanks.
Gary Vancouver

What does my groundbreaking program consist of?
It is a powerful multi-media program of both ebooks and video tutorials, both
carefully designed to turn you into a master forex trader in record time.
And here’s just a tiny peek at the awesome secrets inside …
•

Scalper … Swing Trader or Position Trader? Which are you?

And which of them am I?

•

How everyone (including me!) makes mistakes – so here’s how
to profit from them.

•

The key to safe – and profitable – trading.

•

The FATAL trading style you must avoid like the plague. Either
you stop this – or, eventually, you WILL go BUST!

•

The secrets of profitable scalping (all is revealed in this powerful
video).

•

Successful day trading – everything is laid out for you, with crystal

•

How you don’t need to over leverage to make really handsome
profits.

•

Wise advice from famous forex trader, Paul Tudor Jones Said:
"You learn how to write in a hierarchical way,
Yes, hierarchical trading is very important.

•

What you must stay away from (unless you’re a fundamental
trader).

•

Hegesets – exactly what they look like and how you can use them to
your advantage.

•

The 4 types of Candlesticks and how to use them profitably.

•

Avoiding those FATAL trades – one of the key safety features that
make the system most profitable.

•

Albert Einstein said: “Com pounding is the eighth w onder of
the w orld” . So here’s my ‘take’ on compounding and forex trading.

clarity, in this day trading video.

•

The secrets of profitable swing trading (watch the video and
you’ll be a black belt swing trader in no time!).

•

The bullish engulfing pattern – here’s exactly what it is.

•

The white othello pattern and how to take full advantage of it.

And m uch, M UCH m ore …
Here’s what our valued clients are saying about the content of the program …
THE MOST VALUABLE TOOLS I HAVE USED IN MY TRADING
Although I thought I knew more than the average person, after reading
your books, your training blew me away. In a word, they were AWESOME.
They are, without a doubt, the most valuable tools I have used in my
trading. Thank you from the bottom of my heart!
Ezra N. Ireland

IT TIES TOGETHER ALL THE LOOSE ENDS
INTO ONE CONCISE ENTITY
The Candlestick Trading Edge is the best ever! What I like about it
is that it ties together all the loose ends into one concise entity.
There is a lot of information that further the insights into the
understanding candles - many subtleties that were revealed only in
this package.
Kim Kent, UK

THE BEST THING I'VE EVER PURCHASED FOR MY
CURRENCY TRADING, PERIOD
Long's method is SIMPLE too, not cluttered with a lot of indicators
to confuse a beginner like me. It's the BEST THING I'VE EVER
PURCHASED FOR MY CURRENCY TRADING, PERIOD.
PAT Nevada, USA

DON’T KNOW HOW I’VE TRADED SUCCESSFULLY WITHOUT IT
I don't know how I've been able to trade successfully without it.
Also, combining candles with all time favorite Western indicator is a
lethal combination! Thanks Long.
Karen Ft Lauderdale, FL

NO OTHER EDUCATOR TEACHES LIKE LONG DOES
I loved the strict criteria given for certain candles. This has
helped me to more clearly define my A trades. No other educator
teaches like Long does
Chris Anaheim, Ca

THIS WILL TAKE YOU TO A MUCH GREATER UNDERSTANDING
If you thought you know all about candles, this program will take you
to a much greater understanding of how to use them, when to use them
and when not to use them.
Dennis Johannesburg, South

THE BEST INVESTMENT I HAVE MADE IN MY ENTIRE LIFE
Now I trade with confidence. Candlestick trading’s forex education is
the best investment I have made in my entire life. A million thanks.
Jayson Tennessee

So why is my program so highly effective,
compared with the others out there?
Because I keep it simple – making it perfect for beginners as well as
more experienced traders who are feel overwhelmed by all those
overcomplicated methods and systems …
NOT CLUTTERED WITH A LOT OF INDICATORS
TO CONFUSE A BEGINNER LIKE ME
Long's method is SIMPLE too, not cluttered with a lot of indicators
to confuse a beginner like me. It's the BEST THING I'VE EVER
PURCHASED FOR MY CURRENCY TRADING, PERIOD.
Suzi Perth, Western

So I guess there’s one burning question
on your mind, right now
Because you can see how – once my secrets are your secrets – you’ll step up
to a bright new world of forex success with the district possibility of being

able to become a full time trader. Like some of my existing clients already

have.

But you’re concerned about how much you will need to invest to get access to
my powerful program.
But before I reveal that, I want to make this crystal clear …
I take ALL the risk here.
You see, I can tell how awesome my program is. And my delighted clients can
also tell you of their success.
But NOTHING beats you proving to yourself just how good it is.
So I’ve arranged for you to take a full sixty day test drive. So you don’t need
to finally decide until you’ve given the whole program a test drive for sixty
days.
And, if you start to trade using the techniques you’ll discover inside (why not
‘paper trade’ to start?) and don’t get the results you expect, then
simply send me a refund request and you’ll receive a prompt and cheerful
refund every last cent of your investment.
Ah, yes … your investment.
Let’s suppose you could go to university and study to become a forex trader,
as you can for other high paying careers, like a doctor or lawyer.
Attending a decent US university costs around $60,000 a year. And most US
students study for four years before they graduate, so the total
university investment in a career as a forex trader would be (4 X $60,000) =
$240,000.
Yet, you can be personally tutored by me (just like at university) for just
$10,000 and be successfully trading w ithin w eeks – not four years!
And that means you can quickly recoup your investment in my five star
training – just like these good folks …
MADE MY MONEY BACK SEVEN FOLD ALREADY
I watched your videos and I can’t believe anybody would want to trade
without them. Made my money back 7 fold already and I’m still
watching them.
Bob Taigum, QLD.

THE BEST INVESTMENT I’VE MADE IN MY ENTIRE LIFE
Using Long's candle patterns I have increase my portfolio… …now I
trade with confidence. This is the best investment I have made in my
entire life. A million thanks.
Chad Melbourne, Australia

But here’s the BAD NEWS …

THE LONGER YOU WAIT - THE MORE
THIS PROGAM COULD COST YOU!
No … the price isn’t increasing – but YOUR RISK JUST WENT THOUGH
THE ROOF …
Because, you now know about the program.
So trading without the protection of these vital secrets to stop you making
bad trades is just like jumping out of a plane without a parachute, when one
is hanging right there by the door.
These traders regretted the fact they didn’t know about the program when
they lost big bucks – but YOU have no such excuse, now!
ANY ONE OF THE TRADES I LOST WOULD
HAVE TRIPLE PAID FOR THE PROGRAM
I had no idea why I was losing money since I thought I understood the
market. Now I understand why there were some trades I should not have
gone into and did. Any one of the trades I have lost one more than
tripled paid for this program.
John New Mexico

PREVIOUSLY LOST MORE IN TRADES THAN THE PROGRAM COST
I recommend this to anyone who is interested in securing their own
financial future. I lost more in one trade (several times) then the
program cost.
Brad Stillwater, Oklahoma,

I WISH I HAD YOUR INFO EARLIER –
IT WOULD HAVE SAVED ME THE PRICE OF A CAR
I wish I had your information a month or so earlier. Spotting those
turning points earlier could have saved me … in lost profits. That
could have bought me a fairly nice car.
Laura Wyoming, PA, USA

IF I’D KNOWN YOUR METHOD A YEAR AGO
IT WOULD HAVE SAVED ME BIG BUCKS
I recently completed your video workshop and I wish I was introduced
to this method a year ago. It would have saved me big bucks.
Jeremy Dallas, TX

And because I’m determined to
help you in every possible way
I’m going to give you these nine Fast Action Bonuses – each one
carefully designed to improve your knowledge and your trading
skills, taking you to the next level …

Fast Action Bonus #1 - Your Personal Certificate of
Achievement.
You’ll be proud to display this on your wall to show you’ve completed the
program and are now a Master Forex Trader.

Fast Action Bonus #2 – Long’s most important trading rule.
This will save you from making costly mistakes by not taking trades that are
DOOMED to fail.

Fast Action Bonus #3 – Long’s Three trading principles.
Three more rules to live by, bought by me with the currency of bitter
experience on the forex battlefield.

Fast Action Bonus #4 -The 4 Common (and Costly!)
Mistakes Almost Every Trader Makes.
But YOU won’t be making them – once you know what they are.

Fast Action Bonus #5 - Improve your analysis skills with
our Chart Challenges.
Real life trading without risking your money is the perfect way to gain
confidence and trading skills.

Fast Action Bonus #6 - Test your knowledge with
interactive quizzes.
These are great fun and will hone your knowledge to a razor sharp edge!

Fast Action Bonus #7 - Receive informative market
updates.
So you’re right up to speed when you trade.

Fast Action Bonus #8 - Private webcasts where we analyze
US and FX markets of your choice
‘Knowledge is power’ and the more you know the more powerful you will be!

Fast Action Bonus #9 – One on one online coaching!
This is like going to university – but without paying a king’s ransom!

Click here to Join

It’s only fair to warn you
As you can see, one of the huge advantages of my program is the opportunity
you have to be personally coached by me.
But there’s a problem.
Because – just like everyone – I only have 24 hours in my day and coaching
is very time-consuming.
And I have to keep the member’s area updated. And, naturally, I have to do
my own trading, to keep my finger on the pulse of the market.
So I regretfully have to reserve the right to withdraw my one on one
coaching without notice at any time.
As you’ve seen from the many testimonials I have from my delighted clients,
this program can truly change your life for the better – even empowering you
to step off the job treadmill and become a full time forex trader.

So, I’m sure you’ll agree with me that …

This is one of your Crossroad Days
Most days are pretty much the same.
Then, occasionally, there comes a day with the awesome power to change
your life for good or ill – depending on which of two choices you make.
I call them Crossroad Days.
They are the sort of life-determining days when, for example, you selected a
college to attend.
Or the day you decided on a career.
And the day you choose your life partner.
And there is THIS DAY.
Because you now have the power to decide the future course of your life …
So you can either …
Carry on trading forex as you are doing now … constantly at risk of making a
few FATAL trades that could wipe you out entirely - and ignoring the very
opportunity my happy clients wished they had known about sooner.
OR …
You can recognize what a wonderful opportunity I’m handing you here, where
you can become a highly effective forex trader, seize it eagerly and soon be in
a similar happy position as my other delighted clients.
Sounds to me like your choice is a simple one. So I’m really looking forward
to welcoming you inside the member’s area.
Sincerely,

Long Hang Seng

Long Hang Seng
CEO CandlestickTrading.com
P.S. No need to finally decide until you’ve taken your sixty day test drive. You
get full access to everything, so you could ‘paper trade’ until you’re fully
convinced my methods really are the REAL DEAL.

P.P.S. Because of time constraints, I will regretfully have to stop holding my
one on one coaching sessions shortly. So the only way you can be certain of
not miising out on this most valuable part of the whole program is to go
ahead right now.
P.P.P.S. I’ll leave the last word to “You can take profit”
WHAT I’VE BEEN LOOKING FOR
This is the piece of the puzzle I have been looking for.
Julia Ireland

Click here to Join

